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Abstract
In upper secondary school vocational education in Sweden practices of reading is an integrated part of teaching in vocational subjects. This study aims to gain a deeper understanding of vocational reading literacy practices, and how reading literacy practices are recontextualised into upper secondary school contexts. Three subsequent research questions specify the study: What kinds of texts are used? How is reading done and talked about? What purposes for reading (why) emerge? Theoretically, the study draws from New Literacy Studies (Barton, 2007). Nine vocational teachers were interviewed regarding reading in childcare, technical, culinary, and industrial vocations. The informants were also observed when teaching in four student groups in three upper secondary schools. Analyses were made of text categories, genres (Rose & Martin, 2012), reading literacy events, text movability (Hallesson & Visén, 2018; Liberg et al., 2012), and reading types (cf. Rosenblatt, 1995). The results reveal a wide range of text categories, from general to specialised texts, specific practice-oriented reading events, reading types that differ depending on vocational context. A conclusion is that disciplinary reading practices in vocational contexts are complex and require critical readers. Therefore, further knowledge of reading in vocational education might contribute to the teaching of disciplinary reading literacy in upper secondary vocational education.
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Introduction
Practices of reading and writing have increased immensely and the demand for reading literacy is increasing across professions (Janks, 2010; Karlsson, 2009, 2012). This has called for a deeper knowledge of reading literacies and how schools can work with reading literacy across subjects and programmes (e.g. Moje, 2007, 2008; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, 2012).
The present study was conducted in Sweden. In Sweden, 12 out of 18 national upper secondary school programmes are vocational programmes. Approximately one third of Swedish upper secondary students are enrolled in vocational programmes. In 2019, 37.2% of applications to upper secondary school were applications for vocational programmes and 62.8% applications for higher education preparatory programmes (Skolverket, 2020). Both vocational and higher education preparatory programmes are three years and contain 2500 upper secondary school credits. In vocational programmes 600 credits come from subjects common to all secondary school programmes, like history, maths and Swedish. Remaining credits, 1900, are from programme specific school subjects. Vocational students also do 15 weeks of workplace-based learning over the three years in the programme. Upper secondary school vocational programmes lead directly to a vocational exam. In all vocational programmes students can choose to take extra subject courses in e.g. Swedish and maths, so as to qualify for tertiary education as well as receiving a vocational exam. High drop-out rates and vocational students' not passing programme specific subjects have been noted, whereas general subjects such as Swedish and maths are passed to a larger extent (cf. Skolinspektionen, 2013). A suggested possible reason for the high drop-out rates is specific and complex literacy demands (cf. Skolinspektionen, 2013). In spite of this, practices forming reading literacy in vocational areas and subjects is largely a field that remains to be investigated. The languages and literacies of subjects such as history and science on the other hand, have been studied by for instance Schleppegrell (2004), and reading literacies in the disciplines of maths, chemistry, and history by Shanahan and Shanahan (2008, 2012).

Research shows that disciplinary reading literacy practices have specific features (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008). Historians interpret meaning through the lens of the author's perspective, while chemists consider the author as a quality screen when choosing text (ibid.). Chemists go back and forth between the texts’ different representations to encompass meaning (ibid.). Shanahan and Shanahan argue that disciplinary literacy is the literacy of the expert, and in relation to the progressing complexity of the literacy skills needed as the specialisation of subjects and texts increases through school, the need for disciplinary literacy teaching increases (2008, 2012). In the same way, it can be assumed that the disciplinary reading literacies of vocational areas are specific and that the teaching, therefore, requires specific insights (cf. e.g. Buch, 2015, 2020; Darvin, 2004; Kabel et al., 2009).

This article presents a study of reading literacy practices in vocational contexts and in vocational education contexts, aiming to contribute to the knowledge in this field.

---

1 As well as national vocational programmes, the upper secondary school system also includes apprenticeship programmes. Apprenticeship programmes are also three years and contain some school subjects, but in an apprenticeship programme 1250 out of the 2500 credits are apprenticeship in a work place.
Disciplinary literacy can be described as a triangle relating practices of academy, workplace, and society (Airey, 2011). Different disciplines, located at some point within the triangle, emphasise different aspects of literacy. Disciplinary literacies can be regarded as forms of literacy functional in specialised settings. Among engineers and in academic engineering education e.g., lists are part of central literacy practices for structuring and communicating information and instructions (Hållsten, 2008). The active participants are the literacy experts, and to develop disciplinary literacy is to develop the ability to participate in the literacy practices (Airey, 2011).

Since texts are seen as tools in the professional sphere, literacy practices are part of the learning of vocational knowledge (cf. Karlsson, 2009, 2012; Lindberg, 2010). Vocational students therefore read texts to accomplish tasks, and they need to learn to use the texts in relation to the task at hand (Lindberg, 2010).

Danielsson and Selander (2014) analyse school texts, including a multimodal text for the subject of welding in the Industrial Technology programme. They show how images tend to illustrate the verbal text, and also that the text is highly theoretical despite its practical aim (Danielsson & Selander, 2014). Further, that the welding text uses a linguistic style which resembles natural science discourse due to the use of specific terminology as well as grammatical metaphor (ibid.). The complexity of texts used in vocational programmes is highlighted by Buch (2020) in systemic-functional analyses. Buch (2020) argues that stronger literacy skills can support vocational students’ meaning-making when reading but also their position in society. Buch (2015) finds three macrogenres of texts in vocational teaching: texts regulating teaching, texts constructed by teachers and specialised texts. The specialised texts depend highly on terminology, and teacher talk therefore functions as a mediating tool for students’ meaning-making (Buch, 2015). Further, a Danish study shows that the readability of a text book in bricklaying is complicated by technical vocabulary, complex syntax, passive clauses and nominalisations, and that the complexity of the text required the teacher to guide the students in the use of the text (Kabel et al., 2009).

Vocational texts position their readers in certain literacy roles, as someone recontextualising and transferring knowledge, as someone awaiting orders, or as a committed partner (Karlsson, 2009). Being able to enter several different literacy roles may therefore be key to flexibility and successful problem solving (Karlsson, 2009). Another way of putting this is that the text contains expectations on its reader, i.e. is written for a model reader. Lilja Waltà (2016) studied textbooks in the subject of Swedish for upper secondary vocational programmes and identified how expectations for reading achievement, processing, and analysing both literary and non-fictional texts constructed a presumed vocational model reader that is uncritical, seeking factual knowledge, escaping the deeper meanings of the texts.

However, a large-scale ethnographic study of different trades in Britain shows varied and complex uses of writing (Ivanić et al., 2009). Hellne-Halvorsen also found
that vocational teachers use literacy practices as mediating tools to build students’ disciplinary knowledge: writing to store knowledge, reflect, or to assess practical tasks (2014). Westman (2009), studying writing practices in Swedish upper secondary vocational education, found practices involving note-taking, answering questions, and writing work reports. Meanwhile, reading practices appeared to be more prevalent than writing (Westman, 2009).

Interview studies of vocational tutors in carpentry and automotive technology, as well as analyses of textbooks and student writing, show how literacy practices are dominated by reading practices where a wide variety of texts are read, comprising complex literate demands (Parkinson & Mackay, 2016). Nevertheless, vocational students experience difficulties when meeting the reading practices of the workplace in their workplace-based learning and use strategies like asking for help rather than reading independently (Olofsson, 2011). This indicates a gap between the reading taught in school and the reading expected in the workplace (cf. Karlsson, 2009). However, difficulties caused e.g. by the complexity of vocational texts were addressed in a New Zealand action research project where aspects of literacy methodology were introduced, which improved vocational learning and teaching (Schwenger, 2018).

Meanwhile, vocational educators in Culinary arts, Equestrian, and Health care programmes in a New York vocational school used a plethora of texts and efficient ways of reading were applied for specific purposes (Darvin, 2004, 2006). The texts were read to accomplish particular goals and to gain specific information. The texts were often not read in linear, sequential patterns but rather in: “bits and pieces to solve problems, research and enhance particular stages of the projects in which they are engaged” (Darvin, 2006, p. 12). Darvin shows that literacy practices in vocational education are aligned with literacy practices in the workplace. However, the vocational teachers do not see their work with literacy as reading:

The culinary instructor did not define a good reader as someone who can read and follow a recipe accurately. The auto mechanic did not define a highly literate person as someone who can decipher a diagram or schematic properly. They see those abilities as being “tricks of the trade,” whereas reading and literacy are still seen as school-related or academic only. (Darvin, 2006, p. 16)

Ideas of vocational work with texts as not being reading might shape work with reading in vocational education. Therefore, further knowledge of what disciplinary reading literacy in vocational education can be may contribute to developing both more critical perceptions of reading, as well as ways of teaching vocational disciplinary literacies. Against this background, researching vocational disciplinary reading literacies both outside and within educational contexts is of interest in the work to develop knowledge about disciplinary literacies.

In spite of an increasing research interest in vocational literacy, there is a lack of research that investigates what vocational reading literacy entails and what aspects of vocational reading literacy that are taught and acted out in vocational education. This article is trying fill this gap by an investigation of vocational disciplinary reading
literacy practices in relation to vocational disciplinary reading literacy practices in upper secondary school.

**Aim and research question**

Thus, the aim of this study is to give an overview of vocational disciplinary reading literacy practices as expressed by vocational literacy experts, and of the recontextualisation of vocational disciplinary reading literacy practices in Swedish upper secondary school. The overriding research question in this study is:

- How are vocational disciplinary reading literacy practices recontextualised into upper secondary school contexts?

The subsequent research questions are:

- What kinds of texts are used?
- How is reading done, as well as talked about?
- What purposes for reading emerge? (Why)

The questions are answered by analysing the material in two steps,

- first, the what, how, and why of the vocational literacy experts’ reading practices are analysed,
- second, the what, how, and why of the reading practices in upper secondary school are analysed.

**Method and material**

The empirical material for this study consists of observations, texts, and interviews. The material was collected in three upper secondary schools in municipalities in different regions of Sweden. Ethical considerations were observed in line with the principles of the Swedish Research Council (2017).

Nine informants, teaching in four different upper secondary vocational programmes, were observed in their role as vocational teachers and interviewed in their role as vocational literacy experts in different areas: three informants from Child and Recreation (CR), two informants from Industrial Technology (InT), two informants from Vehicle and Transport (VT), and two informants from Restaurant Management and Food (RF). 62 students participated in the observations: 21 CR, 17 InT, 13 VT, 11 RF. The programmes were chosen to represent a variety of upper secondary school vocational programmes. For instance, gender was considered in that two of the programmes, CR and RF, usually have mainly female students and two, InT and VT, usually attract mainly male students. Recruitment was considered including a width of vocations to include aspects of care, construction, design, creativity and repairs.

---

2 The vocational literacy experts in this study are nine vocational teachers with vocational training and long previous and present professional experience in different vocations. See section on method and material for further specification.
Observations of teaching and learning activities were conducted in classrooms and school workshops or kitchens through the course of one year, for five to six days of teaching in one student group in each programme. The observed lesson time amounts to a total of 60 hours. The observations were documented by video and audio recordings, field notes and photos. Segments relevant for analyses were transcribed. Informal interviews were done with the VT students. The observations serve to give insight into the situated pedagogically recontextualised vocational disciplinary reading literacy practices as acted out in upper secondary school contexts.

The observed subjects are:

- CR: special education, leadership, nature guiding, children’s development
- InT: materials studies, welding, carpentry, design, CAD/computer aided design
- VT: cars – repair and systems technology, vehicle branch conditions
- RF: foods and nourishment studies, restaurant and foods branch conditions

The texts that were collected consist of the educational and vocational texts that were observed being read in the vocational classes. The texts were collected either by photographing them or as text copies. The texts consist of vocational course books, vocational texts, digital textmaterial and text copies.

After the observations, semi-structured literacy history interviews (cf. Lillis, 2008) were conducted with the teachers based on an interview guide presented in Figure 1:

| Give examples of texts you read in your vocation and to develop your professional knowledge: |
| How do you: |
| • Choose the text – |
| • Read the text – |
| • Work with the text – |
| Compare this with how you plan for reading in your school subject: |

Figure 1. Interview guide

The interview guide was handed out approximately two weeks before the interviews in order to give the informants preparation time. It was stressed that focus was on

---

3 The interviews with VT-students were conducted spontaneously regarding the practice of reading fiction which was revealed as an activity recurring daily in the subject cars – repair and systems technology. The interviews complement the observations and teacher interviews. The students were asked what they read and have read during their three years as well as how they view reading. The practice of including the reading of fiction as part of the disciplinary reading practice was unique to VT and therefore I saw the student interviews as valuable complementary material to deepen my understanding of the practice, even though there is no corresponding material from the other student groups.

4 The results section of this article report both the text material collected during the observations of the educational context and also report the texts that the interviewees describe in the interviews.
reading literacy practices in the respective vocations as chef, welder or car mechanic, etc. Each interview lasted for approximately one hour. The total interview time is 12 hours. The interviews were video-recorded and transcribed. The interviewees have vocational education and experience, both in the past and presently, and are thus participants in the respective vocational literacy practices. They are, therefore, considered reading literacy experts in their respective vocations. All nine work as vocational teachers in the observed groups. Six of them are certified vocational teachers. Table 1 describes the interviewees.

Table 1. The interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>The interviewees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(CR)</td>
<td>T1: Instructional assistant, Recreation leader, Certified teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2: Special education pedagogue, Recreational pedagogue, Certified teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T3: Pre-school teacher, Certified teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(InT)</td>
<td>T4: Joiner, Designer, Special design carpenter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T5: Welder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(VT)</td>
<td>T6: Machine engineer, Excavator operator, Certified teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T7: Car mechanic, Certified teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(RF)</td>
<td>T8: Chef, Certified teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T9: Chef</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interviews serve to give insights into situated vocational reading literacy practices. The implications of literacy history interviews is that the result relies on what the informants say about what, how and why they read which may differ from actual practices. However, interviews give the researcher opportunities to catch socio-cultural features, attitudes, and develop statements the informants make. On the one hand, follow-up questions in a semi-structured interview may risk the informant being guided to give expected answers. On the other hand it may lead to precise and developed insights.

The methodology thus is mainly ethnographically inspired, drawing from linguistic ethnography (cf. e.g. Lillis, 2008). In this study observations and interviews serve to complement each other. Where observations can show situated literacy practices in teaching and learning, interviews can describe literacy practices of an experienced vocational expert, i.e. a literacy to aim at in vocational education. However, in the analyses, a number of theoretical concepts serve to deepen the understanding of the reading literacy practices.

**Theoretical underpinnings and analytical frame**

A backdrop for the study is a view of learning as dependent on social interaction, partaking and socialisation (e.g. Säljö, 2000), as well as a functional perspective on language (Halliday, 2014).
Drawing from New Literacy Studies, literacy is regarded as situated social practices rather than acquired skills (Barton, 2007). Literacy events, activities, take place within literacy practices constructed by recurring activities, ideologies, and attitudes (Barton, 2007). The idea of literacy as situated informs the research field of disciplinary literacy where academic and professional disciplines are studied as situated literacy practices (cf. Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008, 2012).

To answer the questions in the present study, an analytical frame was constructed holding the following theoretical aspects:

To answer what is read within the literacy practices the collected texts were surveyed regarding categories and analysed regarding genres following the definition of genre as staged goal-oriented processes (Martin & Rose, 2008). Examples of genres and stages are:

- Description: 1) classification 2) descriptions
- Explanation: 1) phenomenon 2) different kinds of explanations (e.g. causal)
- Recount: 1) orientation 2) record of events
- Instruction: 1) goal 2) equipment 3) steps (cf. Rose & Martin, 2012)

To answer the question of how, two analytical tools were used studying observations and interviews. How the readers act when reading was studied by descriptive analyses of literacy events, categorising activities in reading events such as text choices and text work. Examples of categories are: re-reading, close reading, underlining, non-linear reading. To further answer how, analyses were conducted of text movability, i.e. how the reader by talking about the text moves within and out of the text:

- text-based within the text, e.g. exploring vocabulary, summarising, generalising, or critically examining the content,
- associatively out from the text into experience, knowledge, and other texts, and
- interactively talking about writer and reader roles, or the text as genre or social function (Hallesson & Visén, 2018; Liberg et al., 2012).

To answer the question of purpose, why, observations and interviews were analysed regarding which reading types that frame text reception. Reading types are made up of ways of understanding and responding to texts, at the same time as the reading type makes the text emerge in a certain way (cf. Tengberg, 2011). Various aspects interplay at setting the reading type, for example, context, focus, and how questions are formed. Reading has been described as being of two basic types, efferent, analytically searching for certain answers, or aesthetic, meeting the text as a work of art (cf. Rosenblatt, 1934/1995).

Non-fiction reading types have been described as: factual individual-oriented, where the text is a tool for personal development, and factual text-oriented, where the text content is studied and used objectively (Josephson & Melander, 2003). Specific ways of reading in vocational contexts have been identified as, for example: reading to do, to learn, to assess, and to learn to do. (Darvin, 2006; Kakela, 1993).
In this study the concept of reading types has been operationalised into the following analytical categories:

- Analytical-Technical: learning facts, form, and formal aspects
- Analytical-Practical: following text in order to solve a practical task
- Analytical-Technical-Practical: learning in order to later try out in practice
- Analytical-Assessing: evaluating text for various aspects depending on the context

The analytical terms text movability and reading type both draw from reception theory viewing reading as a meeting between text and reader where transaction, an interpretation of meaning dependent on both text and reader, takes place (e.g. Rosenblatt, 1995).

This analytical frame catches some aspects of the reading literacy practices that facilitate an overview while others, like e.g. vocabulary or cohesion, are not investigated.

**Results**

This section gives an overview of the overall results, which show a plethora of texts read in several ways, for different purposes, and to give diverse perspectives on the explored issue. Reading is done to solve problems, answer questions, get inspiration, stay updated within the field, build both general and specific knowledge, and for general interest. Re-reading is stressed as an important aspect and pendulum-reading often ties text and task together. When talking about texts, all text movability types emerge; content, structure, connections to previous knowledge, experience and society, author role, genre, etc. are discussed.

In the following four sections, the results of the respective analyses will be presented and related to the four programme contexts. Examples\(^5\) are taken from transcriptions of interviews and observations and serve to illuminate the analyses.

**Texts**

This section presents the result of the study of what texts are read, both as observed and collected in the vocational educational context, as well as what texts the informants report in the literacy history interviews.

A wide range of text categories, both general and specialised, are found in all four vocational orientations. Many of the texts are complex and multimodal using different forms of representation. The genres comprise explanation, description, instruction, recount/narrative and argument (cf. Martin & Rose, 2008; Rose & Martin, 2012). Table 2 gives an overview of the range of texts and genres that are either only stated in the interviews or that are both stated in interviews and observed being used

---

\(^5\) Examples are translated from Swedish into English.
in the educational context. Bold posts are texts both reported in the literacy history interviews and also used in the educational context.

Table 2. Overview of text categories and genres

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme</th>
<th>Texts, genres</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(CR)</td>
<td>research articles, popular science, academic literature, special interest magazines, newspapers, pedagogic debate articles, news, various internet texts (e.g. articles, advertisements; encyclopedias), legal documents, biographies, fiction, young adult fiction, children's literature, vocational subject textbooks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genres:</td>
<td>narrative, recount, description, explanation, argument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(InT)</td>
<td>photos, drawings, design plans, draughts, technical manuals, trade publications, special interest magazines, internet articles and journals, design history, safety instructions, time reports, signs, welding procedure specifications, vocational subject textbooks and digital resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genres:</td>
<td>recount, description, explanation, instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(VT)</td>
<td>technical literature, physics literature, popular science articles, research articles, manuals, digital manuals (in different languages), newspapers, news and other internet texts, debate articles, trade publications, special interest magazines, schematics, diagrams, vocational subject textbooks and digital resources, fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genres:</td>
<td>recount, description, explanation, instruction, argument, instruction, narrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(RF)</td>
<td>recipe-books, meps, newspapers, special interest magazines, special interest non-fiction, legal documents, vocational subject textbooks, debate articles, research articles and information from the Swedish National Food Administration, popular science articles, branch information, nutritional value declarations, fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genres:</td>
<td>recount, description, explanation, argument, instruction, narrative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows that within the vocations, as well as in the four programmes, a plethora of texts containing several genres is read. Some of the texts are specific to the vocation, as e.g. vocational subject text books, articles from special interest magazines and non-fiction, or research articles within the vocational field. Other texts are more general, and more or less loosely tied to the specific vocation, e.g. newspaper articles or fiction. The variety of text categories and genres are considered part of the vocational reading practice. However, the amount of text categories observed being read in the educational contexts is more limited than what the interviewees claimed to read in their vocational professions. All interviewees e.g. mentioned reading research and new discoveries within the field, while in their observed teaching, they rather rely heavily on textbooks.

\[6\] Mep is an abbreviation for mis-en-place which is a detailed text the chef (or student) writes when planning work and material. The mep is read in the kitchen as the work proceeds.
Differences regarding text categories are also revealed:

In CR biographies, autobiographies and fiction occur. Learning objectives when these texts were studied were for example group dynamics, leadership, or concepts like professional conduct.

In InT images are used as inspirational texts for designs, as well as histories of designs and designers. Draughts are read as instructions for carpentry and welding projects. Other categories of texts are procedure instructions and procedural recounts, as well as tables and descriptions of materials.

At VT fiction, physics literature with technical-theoretical descriptions, and explanations are read. Schematics and service handbooks are used in practical work. Some texts are in other languages than Swedish.

In RF recipe-books and meps, as well as inspirational literature and images, are read. Fiction is mentioned in the interviews as inspirational and informative of how human conditions are affected by foods and production. However no reading of fiction is observed.

In summary, a width and variation of text categories are read, both general and specific, ranging from e.g. inspirational texts and newspaper articles to research articles and vocational subject textbooks, as well as vocational texts such as draughts, technical handbooks and recipes. The texts are made up of a variety of genres, such as recount, description, explanation and instruction. The text variety however, is more limited in the observed educational contexts than what is reported in the literacy history interviews.

**Reading events**

This section presents the result of the analyses of how reading is acted out. Table 3 gives an overview of reading events the interviewees described regarding the vocational literacy practices and reading events that were observed in the four programmes. Bold posts were found both described in interviews and revealed being acted out in the educational contexts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Reading events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(CR)</td>
<td>Text choice originates in a concept or question. Author’s reliability is considered: does the text build on research or just opinion” (T1). <strong>Parallel texts in different genres</strong>, going-back-and-forth within and between the texts. <strong>Linear reading</strong> Skimming Underlining Note-taking <strong>Re-reading</strong> Summarising <strong>Commenting</strong> <strong>Pendulum-reading trying out the text content in reflections</strong> <strong>Text-talks</strong> with colleagues integrated in the reading</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Program Reading events

#### (InT)
- Texts are chosen to give ideas and build knowledge for construction and design, as well as instructions for the procedure
  - Linear reading
    - Deconstructive centrifugal reading: “starting in the middle and exploding the text” (T5) to reveal how different parts relate to each other
    - Pendulum-reading using the text content in practice
      - Check understanding with colleagues. Text-talks

#### (VT)
- Text choice originates in news and the current debate about new technical development. Texts are chosen to build knowledge. Author’s intention and clarity of text is considered: “I read and see if the author is explaining clearly […] and also if they are reliable” (T7)
  - Linear reading, detailed, reassuring understanding of technical details
  - Drawing of sketches, schematics
  - Re-reading of central aspects
  - Pendulum-reading using the text content in practice
    - Check understanding with colleagues. Text-talks

#### (RF)
- Texts are chosen to give creative inspiration and knowledge, looking for what is “serious, to avoid glossy and superficial texts” (T9). Reliability of text and author’s intention is considered: “I read a broad spectrum of texts but I sort out what is only advertising” (T8)
  - Parallel texts are read. Going back and forth in the texts
  - Linear reading
  - Note-taking
  - Memorising
  - Re-readings
  - Pendulum-reading using the text content in practice
    - Check understanding with colleagues. Text-talks

All the interviewees emphasise the need to be up-to-date with developments within their different fields, and that reading is the means towards that end. They critically choose and read texts to get different perspectives on questions or to solve problems. In their teaching, however, they often hand out texts to the students rather than modelling how to make critical text choices. One exception is when the students in RF work individually on a task requiring text choices:

T8:  “If you need information on chicken, which will be most reliable, the company that produces chicken or the National Food Agency?”

Student:  “National Food Agency, the others want to sell, so they might hold back information.”

The reading events are collective, students and teachers read together in different constellations. The teachers read most texts aloud and model ways of using texts. Working on a text about materials T4 models his reading:

T4:  “When I read this kind of text, I skim these parts and read these boxes more carefully, also I start with the box and work my way out from it. Let’s do it that way.”
When introducing a text, T3 instructs her students to read in a way that has earlier been modelled:

\[ T3: \quad \text{“Let’s read this text in the same way as we did the other day.”} \]

Collectively discussing texts and clarifying text contents with colleagues is described in the interviews as an integrated part of vocational reading literacy to:

\[ T3: \quad \text{“deepen knowledge and understanding and give new insights.”} \]

As well as to:

\[ T5: \quad \text{“make sure you understand.”} \]

In all four groups, text-talks is also an integrated part of teaching, socialising the students into discussing texts.

A recurring way of reading is going back and forth between text and practice, using and trying out text content in specific situations. This constitutes a pendulum-reading. Pendulum-reading is closely tied to the vocation:

\[ T4: \quad \text{“The understanding of the text needs to be realised in the hands.”} \]

Pendulum-reading is observed for example when RF-students work from recipe-books and meps going back and forth between texts and task. Pendulum-reading is also observed when VT-students work with a number of texts comparing them and using them intermittently in the repairs of a car: reading a work order, executing checks, reading handbooks and schematics, trying out a corrective measure, reading another part of the text or another text, trying again, etc. In InT similar pendulum-reading takes place e.g. when the students work on building chairs from draughts and instructions. Pendulum-reading is thus revealed as a vocational reading practice in all four contexts:

\[ T7: \quad \text{“where the result of the work shows how well the text is understood.”} \]

The analyses also reveal literacy events that are specific in the respective investigated contexts: In CR, skimming lists of contents, headings, etc. initiates reading literacy events.

Reading in InT may originate in an image, and verbal texts are chosen to add knowledge to that image:

\[ T4: \quad \text{“to complete a picture.”} \]

The reading and interpretation of draughts is centrifugal, starting with the central aspect:

\[ T5: \quad \text{“Find the central point, what holds the thing together, and start reading the draught from there. Work outwards from the middle and most important point.”} \]

Reading is also deconstructive; the text is deconstructed into parts in order to explore relations between aspects in the text content:
“I ‘explode’ the image the text gives into details, try to understand all the aspects, such as suitable materials, and construct a working procedure out of it, turn the text into my own creation.”

Reading is thus a creative three-dimensional process where a mental image is created of a possible process and product.

In VT, texts are chosen to build knowledge that gives the ability to move between current debate in informed critical ways and the hands-on work with repairs and customers. Schematics are drawn to process, understand, and remember. This is a multilingual literacy practice, where texts, especially manuals, often come only in original languages and reading therefore often entails translating.

The teachers at RF choose texts for creative inspiration. They also describe memorising text as a vocational skill:

“...like I take a photo of the texts in my head.”

However, memorising is not modeled to the students.

In summary, reading events contain linear reading, text-talks checking and developing understanding, as well as critical text choices. Recurring in the reading events is pendulum-reading, a continuous moving back and forth between reading and a practical task. However, ways of reading also differ depending on vocational context. The students are socialised into the specific reading literacy events by instructions and modelling. Nevertheless, reading events in the observed teaching contexts seem more limited than what the interviewees describe as vocational reading literacy events.

Text movability

This section presents the results of the analyses of how texts are talked about. Examples and analyses of text movability in both literacy history interviews and observed in the educational context are presented in the following order, first text-based movability, second associative text movability, third interactive text movability. The analyses reveal text movability of all types and in several dimensions.

Text-based movability

Text-based movability dominates and is revealed for instance when texts are used for learning terms and concepts that are central to the vocation. Teacher 1 talks about text-based movability in a critical dimension:

“I sort out what is just opinion and what is research result and try to work out what text will teach me something and what text just wants me to think something.”

The critical dimension of text-based movability also concerns the practical implications of the text content:

“I need to be able to discern whether the text is correct or full of mistakes otherwise the product might end up any which way.”
Dimensions of text-based movability are shown in the educational literacy practices e.g. when a student in RF comes upon the Swedish word “spad” (stock) in the sentence “Use half of the remaining stock” in a recipe:

Student: “Spad’, what is that? Half the ‘spad’? Is that the same as spade? Does it mean half a spoon?”

T8: “Spad (stock) is a cooking word for the liquid.”

Here, reading entails talking about subject and vocation specific vocabulary. In RF text-based movability also includes summarising, interpreting implicit information, as well as critically scrutinising text content:

T8: “When it comes to foods these days you have to be careful when you read. Lots of things are presented as truth, but you need to sort out what is based on real research and what is from a more consumerist source.”

At VT text-based movability is revealed e.g. when two students, working on a car, discuss both main content and specific details of the text while executing different tests on the car’s computer system. The reading is acted out as pendulum-reading going back and forth between interpreting the text and troubleshooting the car. Here the content of the text is also summarised and critically examined. Another example of text-based movability is when T7 tells one student in VT to infer meaning:

T7: “Here you cannot find the answer on the lines in the text, but have to draw a conclusion.”

Text-based movability is shown when comments are made about main content, technical detail, inferences about functions, as well as generalisations, or relationships between mechanical functions, physics, and practice, and, therefore, are read critically for detail-correctness.

At the InT-programme text-based movability is expressed in a number of ways. Texts are explored for main contents:

T4: “for example, to understand how different materials are constructed, or just the history of a designer and his ideas, like Malmsten.”

Based on text content generalisations and inferences about constructions, form and function are done. Texts are also critically evaluated for their practical functions:

T5: “I read carefully to see if the draught and descriptions can be correct.”

**Associative text movability**

Associative text movability draws on earlier knowledge and experiences in the reading. All teachers discuss the necessity of relating text content to work practices in order for texts to make sense. One example of associative text movability being expressed

7 “Spade” translates into spade or shovel in Swedish.
in the educational context is when students in CR discuss workplace-based learning in relation to a text on professional conduct:

Student: “That is like when we were out in the playground in breaks. We had to work hard to solve conflicts between the children. But some staff were really angry and one of them was unfair.”

T3: “Yes, how can you use the term professional conduct from the text to discuss that experience?”

Student: “Professional conduct then would have been to be fair.”

At RF relating the text to earlier theoretical knowledge of nourishment and practical knowledge of processes and procedures contribute associatively in the reading:

T8: “When you have tried out something you see when you read if it will work.”

At VT, the teacher encourages the students to make use of experiences of repairing cars when reading a complex text:

T7: “When you read this, try and remember and imagine the work you did yesterday. What did it look like?”

Interactive text movability
Interactive text movability is expressed for instance when teachers inform students about text category or genre and how the reading should be done:

T7: “Instructions are just to open up and follow. The service handbook is much of an instruction. But this [a technical-theoretical explanation in a text book] is different. This you have to read to really understand and be able to use in reasoning.”

Another example is how the teachers in InT make a difference between the ways historic recounts of design ideas, tables of wood humidity values, or draughts should be read in order to serve its vocational purposes. The interviewees from CR stress in interviews how ideologies of the author influence the text, but this focus is not observed being recontextualised in teaching. In the teaching in CR, interactive movability is rather shown when a genre is introduced:

T3: “This is a case so now we move into a recount.”

In RF the author role is discussed when the teacher asks the students what source they will use to get information:

Student: “The National Food agency is good to read. They’re neutral when writing.”

Awareness that author perspective and ideology influence texts reveals interactive text movability at VT:

T7: “All texts are a core of fact, then opinions and surrounding that sheer speculation, you need to sort out what is speculation.”
In summary, text movability of all three types, text-based, associative and interactive contribute to texts being talked about in several ways to explore, use, and critique text content, to link text content to earlier knowledge and experience, as well as to objectively consider e.g. genre and text category, or authors’ perspectives.

**Reading types**

This section presents the results of the analyses of reading types, revealing purposes of reading, why reading is done, both as stated in interviews and revealed in the educational context. The reading types that emerge are efferent, analytical, aim to answer questions, and clarify queries. Texts are carefully read and considered since practical outcomes depend on the understanding of the text. The way reading is discussed indicates factual individually-oriented reading types concerning professional identity, as a skilled pre-school assistant teacher, joiner, welder, chef, or car mechanic:

T7: “Reading is really about identity. What you read is how you can talk to people, as a car mechanic, and being able to talk to customers.”

Reading practices are also linked to developing skill:

T7: “We want to be able to understand, to be able to repair. It is not just to use a screwdriver, bang, and change tires. You must understand and be able to explain and you don’t learn that in the workshop. To learn that we need to work on reading this.”

**Analytical-technical reading**

In all four vocational areas analytical-technical reading types are displayed. The interviewees claim to read to learn about concepts, theories, or technical systems. Analytical-technical reading is also apparent in the educational contexts. At RF the students are instructed:

T8: “You need to learn more about for instance proteins and so you study.”

In VT analytical-technical reading builds knowledge about physics and technology, in CR about children’s development.

**Analytical-technical-practical reading**

Analytical-technical-practical reading is also displayed in all vocational areas, i.e. texts are studied in order to learn facts that later can be used in practical tasks. In the interview T4 says:

T4: “The text content must end up in the hands. I want to touch the material I read about. Reading is to imagine how to handle things practically.”

In the classroom when teaching about different wood materials, T4 reads aloud, stops to summarise, discusses terms, while at the same time passing around pieces of material. He tells the students:
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T4: “You must understand this text so that you can make good choices when you make your boxes.”

Analytical-technical-practical reading is revealed as a stepping stone into craft, cooking, pedagogic work, or repairs.

Analytical-practical reading type
In InT, VT, and RF some tasks require analytical-practical reading for instance when following a recipe to cook, a draught when welding an object, or a manual to repair a certain fault in a car.

Analytical-assessing reading type
In the analyses, the analytical-assessing reading type stands out as specific in the four practices.

- In CR the reading type emerges as analytical-assessing ethically regarding life-situations:
  T3: “When you read this I want you to reflect on what would be ethical behavior.”

  The teacher here instructs the students to apply an analytical-assessing reading type. In a following text-talk aspects in the text are ethically assessed based on what the learning object is.

  At InT, this reading type emerges as analytical-assessing aesthetically, i.e. to visualise text content by deconstructing and reconstructing it in creative, aesthetic ways:
  T4: “I evaluate the text content regarding designs and suggested materials.”

  T4 models this reading type with the students:
  T4: “Reading this table will help us decide on the best material for both form and function.”

- At VT, reading is analytical-assessing technically when a text’s correctness and workability is assessed e.g. when troubleshooting by following a text.

  In RF, the reading type emerges as analytical-assessing gustatory, construing a sense of taste from the text:
  T8: “A skill of our trade is to be able to feel, sort of evaluate, tastes when reading.”

Reading here entails an analytical-assesing reading type assessing the gustatory implications of the text content.

- At both VT and CR, an interesting result is how fiction is read as a way to develop professional competence.

  At VT, the class starts every day with 20 minutes of reading of fiction (cf. Visén 2020). The literature is not discussed but considered a tool for developing useful reading skills:
Student: “We have read so much now and it helps, when you go into the workshop you need to read and when you have read fiction first you are sort of already going.”

Several students claim that the reading of fiction increases their reading speed\(^8\) which they find beneficial in the workshop. The reading of fiction emerges as analytical-technical developing vocabulary, reading speed, and general knowledge:

T7: “I develop vocabulary, and things to talk about, how I can talk to customers and people in general, and speed so I quickly can read a lot of text.”

However, the purpose of reading fiction is also commented as:

T7: “You want to have something to talk about at the coffee table, something general like.”

In CR, the interviewees claim that they develop professional skills through reading fiction which reflects the development of individuals. In teaching contexts at CR, biographies and other narratives are explored, ethically assessing life-situations and concepts of e.g. leadership and psychological development. Thus, efferent ways of approaching fiction are revealed in the two contexts.

In summary, the analyses show reading types closely linked to the practices of the professions. The reading types that were reported in the interviews were also observed in the educational contexts. Reading is done for a number of purposes such as learning: analytical-technical reading type, learning and doing: analytical-technical-practical reading type, doing: analytical-practical reading type, and applied contextually for assessing: analytical-assessing reading type. The assessing reading type is further specified in the different vocational areas involving ethical, aesthetical, technical or gustatory assessment of text content.

**Discussion**

The initial comments from vocational teachers asked to partake as informants in the present study were that they don’t read much. In Darvin’s (2004, 2006) studies vocational instructors also considered their work with texts as tricks of the trade rather than reading. In light of the reading practices revealed in this study such comments do not reflect actual practices, but rather ideas of reading, that do not include what vocational professionals, educators, and students do with texts. Such ideas might stand in the way of explicit reading instruction that could scaffold students’ learning and development of specific and situated literacy skills.

The results of this study, thus, both confirm and to some extent further earlier findings (e.g. Darvin, 2004, 2006; Parkinson & Mackay, 2016). In summary, the

---

\(^8\) Increases in students’ reading speed are confirmed by yearly tests conducted by the school’s special pedagogue.
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results of the present study show that vocational literacy practices depend on a pleth-
ora of texts, entail collective reading, pendulum-reading, dynamic text movability,
as well as specific reading types. This investigation, as Darvin’s (2006), draws from
interviews with and observations of informants working as vocational teachers. These
informants can be considered literacy experts due to both training and experience
in their respective vocations. Consequently, the interviews reveal vocational reading
practices, while the observations show how vocational reading literacy practices are
acted out in Swedish upper secondary school. The observations are limited to one
group each in only four programs. The article, therefore, presents no generalisable
claims, but rather give examples of situated vocational disciplinary reading literacies.
Nevertheless, these examples can be assumed to resemble conventionalised ways of

What can the texts that are read tell us about vocational disciplinary literacy?

When investigating the first research question about what is read the results reveal
a variety of texts. The texts in the study range from the general to the specific, from
news articles to work instructions and popular science, and are often complex
(cf. Buch, 2015, 2020; Danielsson & Selander, 2014). The plethora of texts indi-
cates that reading has several functions in the vocations. Further, the wide range tells
us that functional vocational literacy demands of the reader to comprehend sub-
ject content expressed in diverse text categories and genres exploring developments
and questions related to the field. The range of texts also indicates how disciplinary
texts are distributed within the triangle between academy, workplace, and society
(cf. Airey, 2011). One example is how T7 as a car mechanic reads academic text to
understand the science of steering systems, service handbooks for repair instructions
in the workshop, and debate articles about self-driving cars, claiming that he needs
all to function with authority in his field.

What can the reading events and text movability tell us about vocational
disciplinary literacy?

To answer the second research question about how reading is done and talked about,
two analytical tools were used, reading literacy events and text movability. The study
shows situated ways of reading that form and are formed by the specific contexts
(cf. Barton, 2007). The reading literacy events, including skimming to search inform-
ation, careful linear reading, as well as collective reading which builds shared
knowledge, are both similar to and diverge from more academic literacies. Regarding
the authority of the texts, historians consider author’s perspective, while chemists
consider how recent the text is (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008). This article shows
how the experts from CR, RF, and VT approach texts critically considering authorial
voice in order to assess reliability, while reading critically in InT, RF, and VT also
means examining correctness and workability. Assessment of content and authorial perspective in the use of parallel texts in different categories indicate informed and multifaceted critical reading (cf. Hicks & Steffel, 2012). At the same time, deconstructive ways of reading indicate reading as creative and three-dimensional processes building understanding for process and product.

The present study also shows the use of pendulum-reading, a pendular movability between text and task, as a central aspect of vocational literacy practices. Pendulum-reading is an intrinsic part of work practice and indicates an interrelationship between text-interpretation and hands-on work. Pendulum-reading may be compared to how chemists go back and forth between different representations (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008). However, the transaction that takes place in vocational pendulum-reading is one where the understanding of the text content materialises in process and product.

The text movability (Hallesson & Visén, 2018; Liberg et al., 2012; Visén, 2015), which is of all three types and in several dimensions, indicates how knowledge is built through reading. Text content is explored in text-based dimensions, as vocabulary, by summarising, as well as by generalising and critically examining whether content will lead the reader correctly in the work process. Thereby readers are: “taking an informed and multifaceted stance in relation to the text” (cf. Hicks & Steffel, 2012, p. 129). Text content is also explored associatively, synthesising it with previous knowledge and experience from the workplace. Interactive movability discussing author’s perspective, genre, and text category emerges as crucial e.g. in the ability to find reliable texts and to apply functional ways of reading. The automotive technology interviewees e.g. stress how a car mechanic needs to be a critical reader of debate articles and branch journals concerning new technology, and therefore read research and technical and physics literature to gain knowledge that can help see through opinion. Dynamic text movability through talking about texts in many ways is thus also an aspect of vocational literacy.

What can the reading types tell us about vocational disciplinary literacy?

The third research question about what purposes the reading fulfills is answered through analysing reading types. Darvin (2006) means that vocational educators read to solve problems, and Lindberg (2010) shows how vocational students read to accomplish tasks. In this study, the informants also talked about analytical-practical reading ‘to do’. But, in addition to that, the results indicate a wider range of reading types. Much reading was described as building a bank of general knowledge within the field. Reading had both efferent and aesthetic aspects, as in InT when an aesthetically assessing reading type was applied. However, none of the reading types were fully aesthetic meeting the text as a work of art in itself (cf. Rosenblatt, 1995). All reading types originated in efferent ways of reading, were factual (cf. Josephson & Melander, 2003), analytically searching for certain answers in the text. Nonetheless, the reading types
were both text-oriented, grappling with the text as such, and individually-oriented (cf. Josephson & Melander, 2003), functioning to develop a professional identity.

Since analytical-assessing reading types can be specific in different practices and closely related to vocational purposes e.g. assess forms and functions in a text in carpentry or tastes in cooking, it may pose a challenge to students, and teachers may, therefore, need to be more explicit.

The reading types that emerge in this study thus add to show the complexity and situatedness of vocational literacy.

Conclusions

To conclude, reading is a crucial and specialised aspect of vocational practice and of vocational education, and the reading literacy practices are complex. These reading practices require informed and critical readers, rather than the presumed uncritical vocational model readers e.g. Swedish subject text-books construct (cf. Lilja Waltå, 2016). Therefore it may be in place to challenge limiting ideas of texts, reading and readers in vocational education and contexts.

Furthermore, in the light of the complex literacies that emerge in the present study, it can be argued that vocational teachers need to teach the specific literacies. The disciplinary vocational literacies revealed in the present study are to varying extents made explicit to students. This might be due to the vocational teachers not having been given tools to teach e.g. pendulum-reading, dynamic ways of talking about texts, or critical reading. Also, in the educational contexts students are socialised into somewhat limited versions of the vocational disciplinary reading literacies the interviewees describe. This may be a necessary pedagogic recontextualisation of content and activity. At the same time it might be problematic, for instance if vocational students experiencing difficulties reading texts in the workplace-based learning tend to make use of school strategies like asking for help rather than independent strategies for reading (cf. Olofsson, 2011). That students are able to flexibly enter what Karlsson (2009) calls literacy roles and thus participate actively and functionally in different literacy events may be key both to successful problem-solving and to learning. Vocational disciplinary literacy teaching therefore should encompass ways of reading employed by expert readers (cf. Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008).

Having said that, for teaching to fully encompass vocational disciplinary reading literacy practices more knowledge is required. This study gives an overview of some aspects of the complexity of vocational reading literacies and vocational disciplinary reading literacies in school contexts. Nevertheless, questions remain. Disciplinary literacies in vocational education need to be further researched, and in more detail, e.g. literacy aspects of the variety of subjects, as well as multimodal and multilingual aspects noted in this study remain to be studied. Also, closer case-studies of how reading literacy practices may be specific to the different vocational programmes would contribute both to vocational education as well as to the field of disciplinary literacy.
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